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Abstract: It is particularly important to identify and address issues of fairness and equity in 

educational contexts as academic performance can have large impacts on the types of 

opportunities that are made available to students. While it is always the hope that educators 

approach student assessment with these issues in mind, there are a number of factors that likely 

impact how a teacher approaches the scoring of student work. Particularly in cases where the 

assessment of student work requires subjective judgment, as in the case of open-ended answers 

and essays, contextual information such as how the student has performed in the past, general 

perceptions of the student, and even other external factors such as fatigue may all influence how 

a teacher approaches assessment. While such factors exist, however, it is not always clear how 

these may introduce bias, nor is it clear whether such bias poses measurable risks to fairness and 

equity. In this paper, we examine these factors in the context of the assessment of student 

answers to open response questions from middle school mathematics learners. We observe how 

several factors such as context and fatigue correlate with teacher-assigned grades and discuss 

how learning systems may support fair assessment. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the context of education, a significant amount of research has been devoted to identifying, 

examining, and mitigating risks that particular policies, interventions, and instructional strategies may 

introduce as to the types of opportunities made available to students. Particularly with the introduction 

of computer-based learning platforms (CBLP), researchers are able to explore issues of fairness and 

bias through data-driven methods. 

Traditional assessments are conducted in two formats: subjectively and objectively. The rise in 

the integration of technology in classrooms has facilitated the growth of CBLPs. Various CBLPs have 

been developed with the goal of alleviating difficult or tedious tasks faced by teachers. The most 

notable of the functionalities is the automation of objective assessments. Common in numerous 

contexts, the use of close-ended questions such as multiple choice and fill-in problems can be easily 

automated by computers where there are traditionally a small finite number of acceptable correct 

answers. The use of such questions has allowed developers to expand upon assessment processes to 

enrich the learning experience by offering additional feedback and on-demand help (Aleven et al., 2003; 

2004; Ostrow et al.,2015; Patikorn et al., 2020). It is challenging to extend the same type of support to 

open-ended problems such as short answers and essay problems. While recent advancements in natural 

language processing (NLP) have made strides in automating assessment, this remains predominantly a 

manual task. 

Writing is a critically important skill that helps teachers understand their students’ thought 

processes and the ability to formulate arguments and justifications for their work (Biancarosa et al., 

2004;  Walton, 1992). In the domain of mathematics, on which the analyses of this work focus, teachers 

commonly use open-ended problems to gauge student knowledge when close-ended problems can often 

be solved by shallow learning and applying procedural rules (Livne et al., 2008; Silver, 1995). While 

subjective assessments are highly valuable, automating the process is not without risk; they are more 

dynamic compared to objective assessments. The dynamism is due to the variance in responses and the 
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incongruity in teacher grades; the incongruity is caused by various intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Prior 

work has found biases in grading behavior attributed to the “Halo Effect” (Cooper, 1981), characterized 

by a judgment made based on an attribute or characteristic of an individual; commonly, such attributes 

include gender (Spear, 1984; Roen, 1992), ethnicity (Wen, 1979; Fajardo, 1985), and name or surname 

(Lebuda et al., 2013). Furthermore, researchers exploring the Halo Effect found the initial favorable 

impression of students influenced their later evaluation (Malouff et al., 2013; 2014). While the use of 

rubrics or other standardized procedures provide a common set of metrics, the ultimate grade is 

typically based on the teachers’ judgement. It is important to emphasize that measured biases do not 

necessarily equate to unfair assessment or evaluation as a teacher's knowledge of their students can also 

be very positive in terms of providing individual support through feedback and other communication 

(Hill et al., 2004; 2008; Jacob et al., 2017). In approaching assessment, teachers may consider a number 

of contextual factors when evaluating student work. In light of this, several questions emerge in terms of 

how assessment should be conducted to ensure fairness among students, particularly as researchers are 

moving to develop automated methods that attempt to mimic teacher grading practices. 
Our goal in this work is to explore teacher assessment pertaining to open-ended questions. 

Using data collected from students working in a learning system in pre-COVID-19 classroom settings, 

we report on a pilot study to examine and explore teachers’ approach to assessing open-ended work and 

how student identity may be considered in the grading process. We build on the study by conducting an 

exploratory analysis examining whether student-level attributes are predictive of teacher-provided 

grades when controlling for answer-level descriptors. Finally, we explore whether teacher grading 

fatigue poses risks to the fairness of student assessment.  
In consideration of exploring factors that may affect fair student assessment, this paper 

addresses the following research questions:  

1. Do teachers grade students differently when the students are anonymized? 

2. When controlling for answer-level features, are factors of prior student performance and effort 

a reliable predictor of teacher-provided assessment scores? 

3. Does the order in which teachers assess students appear to impact their grading? 

To address these questions, we conduct 3 studies exploring various factors that are likely to 

affect or potentially bias teacher assessment. In the first study, we examine whether the anonymization 

of student identifiers affects how teachers score their own students. In the second study, we conduct a 

regression analysis to examine how measures of knowledge and effort correlate with teacher-provided 

assessment scores for student open-ended work. Finally, we explore the potential effects of grading 

fatigue on teacher-provided scores. 

 

2. Background 
 

Growth and innovation in Educational Technology (Ed-Tech) have broadly influenced the 

adaptation and regular usage of CBLPs in classrooms. Researchers and developers approached 

the design of learning platforms to consider students’ various learning needs (Graham et al., 

2013; Koedinger et al., 1997; Rafferty et al., 2016) to developing generic platforms (Arroyo et 

al., 2014; Burstein et al., 2013; Calvo et al., 2010; Heffernan et al., 2014). Systems developed 

to improve writing (Allen et al., 2016; Burstein et al., 2013; Calvo et al., 2010; Roscoe et al., 

2019), mathematics (Arroyo et al., 2014; Heffernan et al., 2014), and programming (Price et 

al., 2017; Wiggins et al., 2015) are among the many examples of learning systems. Within 

these systems, a variety of features and supports are developed to support different aspects of 

learning, including the crowdsourcing of problems and solutions (Bhatnagar et al., 2016; 

Denny et al., 2008), and the availability of on-demand hints (Cambre et al., 2018; Williams et 

al., 2016).  

Perhaps the most prominent feature of CBLPs is the ability to offer immediate feedback 

to students. Traditionally assessments are administered in objective and subjective forms. In 

many domains such as mathematics, students typically work through close-ended problems 

that can be assessed by simply comparing student answers with a finite set of acceptable correct 

responses (often with a simple “exact-match” approach), but across domains, the use of 

open-ended questions, allowing students to utilize language to explain their reasoning, have 



made it more difficult for CBLPs to immediately score.  While examples of automated scoring 

tools exist (e.g. Baral et al., 2021; Erickson et al., 2020, Allen et al., 2016; Burstein et al., 2013), 

many CBLPs still rely on teachers/graders for manual assessment. A primary challenge with 

subjective assessment associated with this manual grading process is its susceptibility to bias. 

As introduced in the previous section, the Halo Effect has been the focus of prior 

research within the context of subjective assessment of student work (Nisbett et al., 1977; 

Nieva et al., 1980). Prior research has found stereotyped biases interacting with gender (Spear, 

1984; Wen, 1979 Martin, 1972; Roen, 1992), ethnicity (Piche et al., 1977, Wen, 1979; Fajardo, 

1985), “likeability” and attractiveness (Landy et al., 1974, Cardy et al., 1986), student names 

(Lebuda et al., 2013), and perceived ability (Babad et al., 1975; Babad, 1980). Other studies 

exploring the Halo Effect found effects persisting across multiple assignments from the same 

student (Dennis, 2007), and that this effect was specifically identified in cases where teachers 

were assessing student writing samples (Forgas, 2011). One possible solution proposed to 

mitigate teacher bias is the anonymization of student identity during subjective grading 

(Malouff et al., 2013; 2014), motivating the current work. 
 

2.1 Open-Ended Problems in ASSISTments 
 

In this paper, we analyze the teachers grading open-ended mathematics problems in ASSISTments. 

ASSISTments is a CBLP that allows teachers to assign content (primarily in middle-school 

mathematics) and monitor student progress. The system provides students with immediate correctness 

feedback on close-ended problems and offers computer-provided help in the form of on-demand help 

and scaffolding. Open-ended problems in ASSISTments are available in two formats: (a) sub-problem 

of a multipart problem or (b) primary problem. Figure 1(a) shows an open-ended problem presented as 

a subpart of a multipart problem, and figure 1(b) shows an open-ended problem presented as the main 

problem. A multipart problem can have more than one open-ended sub-problem as well. 
 

 
Figure 1.  The different types of open-ended problems in ASSISTments. 

 

Once students have completed their assignments, teachers can grade student responses. Figure 1 (c) 

shows the interface teachers can use to grade their students' responses. Teachers have the option to 

anonymize their students during the grading process where their identity is hidden, and the responses 

are shuffled, but the default behavior is to show identifying information of the students. 

  

3. Study 1: Examining Grading Differences When the Student is Anonymized 
 

Our first analysis explores whether teachers assess their students differently when they know the 

student’s identity compared to when students are anonymous. In a purely unbiased, impartial scenario, 

teacher grading behavior would be solely dictated by the quality of the response as determined by how 

well the student was able to articulate their thoughts and demonstrate their knowledge of the concepts; 

this may include aspects such as grammar, use of mathematical terms (in mathematics contexts), and 

overall completeness. However, we posit there may be other factors that teachers consider including 

effort and prior performance. Even from a motivational perspective, a teacher may be inclined to bias 



their grade in a positive direction for students who normally under-perform but applied notable effort as 

a way to encourage similar behavior in the future (i.e. an arguably positive example of bias). The 

danger, however, is in whether these perceptions, implicit or explicitly applied during the grading 

process, impact the types of opportunities that may be available to a student.  
We conducted a study involving 9 teachers who commonly assigned and graded open response 

problems in ASSISTments (14 teachers were part of a larger study, but only 9 participated in this 

portion). We selected 3 problems containing an open-response sub-part that was assigned within the 

month prior to the study. Each teacher had already assigned and graded their student work for at least 

one of the three problems using the default scoring paradigm (i.e. teachers scored while knowing the 

identity of each student). In the month after this scoring was completed, we collected all student 

responses from across all teachers, anonymized them, and then randomly selected approximately 25 

student responses to present to each teacher, ensuring that at least 10 of the responses were from each 

respective teacher's own students (if fewer than 10 were randomly selected, the difference was sampled 

from that teacher's student responses and added to the 25 given to the teacher); duplicate responses (e.g. 

empty responses or answers of "I don't know") were removed so that each teacher had a set of unique 

answers (resulting in some teachers having fewer than 10 responses from their own students if one was 

a duplicate). Each teacher was then asked to grade the given set of student answers, such that, for their 

own students, they would be anonymously grading the same set of answers as they had 

non-anonymously in the past (the additional responses and amount of time between grading reduced the 

likelihood that teachers would recognize their own students’ responses). This presented the opportunity 

to measure each teacher's intra-rater reliability (i.e., how well they agreed with their past selves) and 

whether their grading was biased in a particular direction when they knew the student compared to not. 
As the grading was done on a 5 points scale of 0-4; we applied Weighted Cohen's Kappa with 

linear weights to measure the variation in teachers grading behavior per response and found that the 

agreement coefficient as low as k=0.2293 and as high as k=0.7368, indicating that there was a large 

degree of disagreement between the two-time points, as shown in Table 1. These resulting scores were 

notably lower than we had initially hypothesized, suggesting that there were large differences in how 

teachers approached the grading of these when students were anonymized. 
 

Table 1. Exploring the grading behavior of teachers when they had access to students' identity vs. when 

students were anonymized using Linear Weighted Cohen's Kappa. 

Teacher N 

Intra-rater reliability 

(Weighted Cohen’s Kappa) 

Intra-rater reliability 

(Relaxed Cohen’s Kappa) 

Avg. grade diff 

(Initial - anonymized) 

Teacher1 10 0.3878 0.8077 -0.2 

Teacher2 10 0.7368 1 0.2 

Teacher3 10 0.3939 0.6269 -0.2 

Teacher4 10 0.4737 0.7368 0.3 

Teacher5 11 0.2293 0.443 0.27 

Teacher6 19 0.3596 0.5662 0.57 

Teacher7 9 0.3571 0.3571 0.44 

Teacher8 10 0.4531 0.5312 0.3 

Teacher9 9 0.6539 0.761 -0.66 

 

In addition to the Kappa measure, we also observed a relaxed calculation of Weighted Kappa. 

Given that grades are given on a 5-point scale and a teacher's assessment may reasonably vary by a 

small degree, we observe intra-rater agreement with an off-by-one adjustment (e.g. a scoring difference 

of one in either direction is treated as the same score when calculating Kappa). This adjustment resulted 

in notably higher Kappas, suggesting that the overall difference of scores was not as large as the first 

Kappa value suggested; while there was low precise agreement, teachers were relatively consistent 

within a grade point of themselves when the student was anonymized. 

Pairing these Kappa scores with the average grade difference (the right-most column of 

Table1), we see that there is apparent bias in a particular direction. The positive difference exhibited by 

the majority of teachers suggests that teachers were more likely to grade anonymous students lower, on 



average, than when they knew the students. We conducted a permutation test across teachers to estimate 

the average difference in teacher grading behavior when students were anonymous versus not. We 

observed that teachers on average were more likely to give higher scores, 0.163 with 95% CI= [-0.1367, 

0.4627] when students were not anonymized; while not statistically significant, likely due to our small 

sample size, this result is suggestive that there was some bias observed in the study. 
We followed this empirical analysis with a set of semi-structured qualitative interviews first 

with the teachers as a group, and then with 2 teachers individually for an extended session to gain better 

context as to how they approach grading and why they believed their grades changed during the study. 

Overall, the teachers unanimously described considering contextual information of the student when 

approaching the grading process. Several teachers mentioned that they consider motivational aspects 

(e.g., trying to encourage students to apply effort) when determining grades, as we had initially 

hypothesized. Several teachers also mentioned attempting to consider student effort when grading but 

did not use action-level reports in the system to do so (suggesting that it would be too time-consuming). 

The interviewed teachers similarly acknowledged potential risks to fairness highlighted by the observed 

differences, with one teacher expressing the intention to always grade anonymously following the 

study; others disagreed with this course of action citing perceived benefits of understanding the context 

of student work in order to provide better feedback to students in conjunction with the grade. While 

arguably anecdotal due to the limited sample size of teachers involved in this study, these conversations 

highlight the presence of bias in the form of a Halo Effect where teachers have an inherent motivation to 

give higher grades to perceived lower-performing students (again, not necessarily in a manner that 

affects fairness, but is still a form of bias). 
 

4. Study 2: Exploring Related Factors of Student Assessment 
 

Building on our findings from the pilot study we conduct a quantitative analysis investigating the role of 

student identity in the grading behavior of teachers. In this section, we attempt to explore the 

relationship between various answer- and student-level features and teacher-provided grades. 

Specifically, we seek to address the second and third research questions by exploring 1) whether prior 

student performance is a strong predictor of grade after accounting for concept-knowledge and other 

answer-level features (such as, for example, the number of words in the response), and 2) whether a 

measure of student effort correlates with the grades they ultimately receive while controlling for other 

measures of knowledge and ability. These analyses are meant to collectively provide insights into what 

a teacher may consider when assessing student work. 
 

4.1 Description of the Dataset 
 

We collected a dataset of authentic student responses to open-ended problems from the ASSISTments 

platform. The dataset consists of action logs of students interacting with open-ended problems for the 

academic years of 2018 through the beginning of 2020 (i.e., up to but excluding the period of remote 

learning in response to the COVID-19 pandemic). A notable portion of open-ended problems in the data 

are from open educational resources (OER).  

The dataset contains action logs for open-ended problems assigned in the system. Overall, the 

dataset includes 344,847 action logs from 7,535 students working on 2,268 problems within 2,636 

assignments. It is important to highlight that it is additionally the case that problems can contain 

multiple parts; particularly in the OER content, it is common for open-ended questions to exist as a 

sub-part of a multi-part problem (e.g., asking students to explain their reasoning after solving a 

closed-ended question of the same concept). Students worked on 3,404 distinct open-ended problems, 

reflecting that many problems contained open-response questions for multiple sub-parts. Grades for the 

student responses observed in this work followed a 5-point integer scale ranging from 0-4.  
Following other work that observed response time as a measure of effort (see Gurung et al., 

2021), we use student action logs to calculate how much time on task formulating their open response 

answers as a measure of effort. ASSISTments record three types of actions that are of interest to our 

analyses: starting a problem, leaving without answering to resume later, and submitting a response. We 

combine these actions into action pairs to compute the amount of time a student spent formulating their 

response to the problems, accounting for cases of students leaving and resuming work on the problem. 

These action pairs can be described using the notation of “(first action, second action)” where they 



represent two consecutive actions of a student taken within a session. The time for the action pairs 

represents the amount of time a student took between the two recorded actions. Our dataset observed 

two primary action pairs: “Problem Started-Submitted Response” and “Problem Resumed-Submitted 

Response” distinguished by the action observed prior to students submitting their response. 
With this measure of student time-on-task, we apply a log transformation to create a 

pseudo-normal distribution and remove samples with a z-scores outside the range [-3, 3]; this filtering 

step attempts to remove very large outliers that may impact or bias our results. We also examined the 

open response problems and found that teachers graded only 19,446(~20%) of the 97,105 problems. 

The resulting number of action pairs used in our analyses for graded open responses are in table 2. 

 

Table 2. Filtered action pairs for students with open responses 

Action pairs Graded responses Ungraded Responses 

(Problem Started, Submitted a response) 18295 73176 

(Problem Resumed, Submitted a response) 1151 4483 

 

There are several features of student answers that are likely to correlate with teacher-provided 

grades as identified in Baral et al. (2021). These features include the “Response Category,” a categorical 

variable that indicates that the student response contains only words (positive class) as opposed to a 

mixture of linguistic and mathematical terms and expressions (negative class), as well as the “Number 

of Words,” a simple count of the number of words (as denoted by spaces) in the student's answer.  
In addition to the answer-level features, we calculate several student-level features to describe 

recent and historic performance measures. These measures include “Prior Percent Correct,” the average 

correctness for all problems attempted by the student prior to beginning the open response problem 

(representing a long-term measure of general mathematics ability), and “Prior Sub-Part Performance,” 

the average correctness across all prior sub-parts of the problem containing the open response question 

(representing content-specific knowledge).  
Additional features were calculated including problem difficulty, the number of prior problem 

sub-parts, the number of prior problems started by the student, and the number of help requests made on 

earlier sub-parts, but these were found to either be highly correlated with other measures or not 

correlated with our outcomes of interest and were therefore omitted from our analyses. All pairwise 

Spearman correlations of features were calculated, omitting features introducing risks of collinearity. 
 The inclusion of both long- and short-term performance measures helps to distinguish and 

control for knowledge of the given mathematical concept as compared to general student ability. While 

initially hypothesized to be highly correlated, these measures ultimately exhibited a low correlation (r = 

0.014) and could be used in our analyses without introducing risks of collinearity. Presumably, 

performance on the prior subparts should be a meaningful predictor of student performance on the open 

response problem given that they both pertain to the same mathematical concept. If while controlling 

for this it is found that the student's prior percent correct is similarly predictive, while not alone causal, 

such a result would suggest that a teacher may take prior student ability into account when grading the 

open response. 
 

4.2 Factors Related to Student Grade 
 

We use regression analysis to investigate the relationship between the described measure of effort (as 

measured by time-on-task), teacher-provided grades, and answer- and student-level features using a 

linear regression model (LM). We additionally include an interaction term of prior sub-part 

performance ✕ the number of words. 

From the regression results reported in Table 3, we found that the model (R2 = 0.133) showed 

both prior sub-part performance and prior percent correct were reliable and meaningful predictors of  

student grade. This suggests that both student ability and content knowledge predict student grades. We 

also found that students with linguistic (word response category) responses correlate with lower scores 

as compared to responses that contained mathematical terms and expressions. The observed interaction 

term is found to be statistically reliable, but the low coefficient suggests that the relationship of this term 

is not very meaningful in comparison to the other more impactful features. 



Table 3. Linear Regression and Mixed-Effect model coefficients observing assessment score. 

  LM (R2 = 0.133) MLM   

      Variance Std.Dev. 

teacher   0.4523 0.6725 

  coefficient std. errs coefficient std. errs 

intercept    0.2803 0.157     1.1648*** 0.2226 

response category (Words)  - 0.3927*** 0.033   - 0.3924*** 0.0322 

prior sub-part perf.    1.3684*** 0.088     1.3054*** 0.0827 

words per answer    0.0332*** 0.006     0.0393*** 0.0053 

prior sub-part perf. × words per answer  - 0.0185* 0.006   - 0.0189** 0.0057 

log transformed time on task    0.0662* 0.02     0.0323    0.0202 

prior percent correct    1.275*** 0.172   - 0.1497       0.2127 
LM: Linear Model, MLM: Mixed Linear Model, Significance: *** < 0.000, **<0.001, * < 0.05 

Additionally, we extended the LM by introducing the teacher as a random effect in a 

mixed-effect linear model (MLM), also reported in Table 3. The grading process, as reported by the 

teachers in our pilot study, accounts for students' perceived ability. In this model, the prior percent 

correct measure was no longer a significant predictor of student grade in the MLM suggesting that 

longer-term performance is not a prominent factor considered by teachers when assessing students. 

Prior sub-part performance, as a measure of concept knowledge, however, was still a reliable and 

meaningful predictor of student score. 
 

5. Study 3: Potential Impacts of Fatigue on Grading 
 

To address the final research question, we conduct one last analysis to observe how fatigue may affect 

teacher grades. In other words, we explore whether the ordering in which teachers grade student work 

leads to any potential risk of unfairness or bias due to implicit sequence or temporal effects. Particularly 

when a teacher has a large number of students to grade, it may be difficult to grade consistently for all 

students even when using a rubric. Particularly with the amount of time and attention needed to assess 

student open response answers, a teacher may find it difficult to give the same amount of attention to the 

50th student as they do to the 1st student on a given assignment. Similarly, teachers may grade more 

strictly or leniently due to unconscious comparisons with previous students (e.g. a mid-grade student 

response may look better when assessed after a low-grade student response). 

To explore this, we use an expanded dataset collected from 2018 to January 2020 to observe the 

mean and variance of grades over the course of observed grading sessions. This dataset contains 

219,189 graded student open responses across 5562 problems from 3847 assignments.  

Understanding that teachers may not grade all students for a given problem or assignment in 

one sitting, we find the order in which teachers graded student answers for each problem on a given day 

and plot the distribution of grades over this session ordering. Teachers who graded more than 50 

students within a single span of time were omitted due to the sparsity of data. We visualize this trend in 

Figure 5 to observe whether fatigue appears to exhibit any temporal effects. If fatigue did affect how 

teachers grade we would expect to see trends that either affect the mean of teacher scores (rising or 

falling, on average, as teachers grade more students over time) or the standard deviation of scores. 

 

 
Figure 5. Visualizing teacher grading patterns as they grade sequences of student responses 



From figure 5, there is little evidence that teachers' grading pattern changes significantly over 

time both in terms of mean as well as variance (i.e. the width of the distribution does not appear to 

change significantly, apart from the notable decrease in sample size as the number of problems scored 

extends above 25-30). While this does not speak to fatigue being an issue for individual teachers or 

scenarios, it does suggest that fatigue exhibits a low risk in terms of fairness and bias on average. 

 

6. Discussion  
 

Across the three studies presented in this work, we have attempted to gain a better understanding of how 

teachers approach the assessment of student open-ended work and identify factors that may impact 

given scores. As it pertains to addressing issues of fairness, the collective results of our analyses provide 

evidence that, somewhat unsurprisingly, teachers do consider contextual information beyond that 

pertinent to a given answer when assessing student work; this consideration does seem to bias grades in 

a positive direction, as suggested by the study observing anonymous grading. Qualitative data from our 

interviews support this, as well as the desire to utilize effort-based measures to even further inform 

student assessment practices. 
From our regression analyses in Study 2, we were able to establish that teachers do not, on 

average, consider students’ general mathematics ability as much as demonstrated knowledge on the 

given skill (i.e. in that the measure of concept knowledge was still found to be statistically significant 

after controlling for teacher effects, while the longer-term outcome was not. This is a little surprising 

particularly because several teachers from our first study described considering historic student 

performance when approaching scoring, largely from a motivational perspective for students who 

typically under-perform compared to their peers.  
 Finally, though we had initially hypothesized that grading fatigue may be a factor that affects 

how teachers grade, we found little evidence of this. We found that the mean and standard deviations of 

teacher scores remained relatively consistent while grading multiple students consecutively. 
As we do identify some amount of bias in how teachers grade students, it is important to 

reiterate that this does not necessarily equate to teachers following unfair or inequitable assessment 

practices. At the current stage of this work, we are ill-equipped to say whether the measured bias is 

likely to contribute to impacts on the types of opportunities that students may receive; we can say from 

these studies that teachers, on average within the context observed in this paper, seem to be considerate 

of a range of factors that describe student performance, and are seemingly not largely impacted by 

obvious negative factors such as fatigue. 
 

7. Limitation & Future work 
 

As we identified certain biases exhibited in teacher assessment, it is important to explore whether these 

biases are more prevalent among certain student populations than others to identify deeper risks to 

student fairness. These populations may refer to protected demographic labels such as race, gender, 

ethnicity, or other geographic descriptors, but also latent groups of students. Similarly, while no 

meaningful effect of grading fatigue was observed across all teachers, this may still be an issue in more 

individualized cases. 
As certain unmeasured recency or other timing effects may impact how teachers score (e.g. as 

the teachers re-scored student work from a month prior, and had undoubtedly moved on to new content 

areas), future work could also replicate this study to randomize when anonymization occurs within the 

study design.  

Among the largest limitations of the current work is the correlational nature of the analyses 

presented. While we have attempted to pair some of our results with insights from experienced teachers, 

the causal mechanisms impacting student scores, particularly in reference to those factors external to the 

student's response itself, could be further explored through additional future studies. It is important to 

understand what is considered when assessing students so that teachers, education researchers, 

policymakers, and learning system developers can start to address the questions as to what should be 

considered and what factors may lead to unnecessary risks to fair student assessment. 
 

 



8. Conclusion 
 

While we are able to identify bias and student-level factors that seemingly correlate with student grades, 

it is uncertain as to whether such bias is truly negative in regard to fair student assessment. While we did 

not find any obvious risks to fairness within this presented set of analyses, this work represents a step 

toward identifying and mitigating such risks in educational assessment. This work further attempts to 

emphasize the distinction between bias and fairness, recognizing that the consideration of contextual 

information can have many positive benefits in terms of student learning, motivation, and engagement. 

However, it is equally important to pursue further study of these issues to determine whether such 

benefits implicitly lead to inequitable opportunities. 
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